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H I G H L I G H T S

Impact of internal and external reformed methane on industrial size single SOFC.
The effect of flow rate and operating temperature variation is investigated.
Temporary increasing ohmic resistance due to direct internal reforming is observed.
Internal methane reforming can accelerate structural changes of the air electrode.
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A B S T R A C T

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are able to use biogas or natural gas with its main compound methane as fuel
but utilization of methane bears risks which can lead to early performance loss. Application of a suitable type
of methane reforming as well as online monitoring tools and a holistic knowledge about possible degradation
mechanisms can limit degradation rates. Here, we compare direct internal reforming and external methane
reforming on a large planar SOFC with an active area of 80 cm2 at different operating temperatures and
methane flow rates. To do so, the measured temperature distribution, applied electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and its advanced tool distribution of relaxation times (DRT) as well as results from post mortem
microscopic analysis are used. We observed that the ohmic resistance and high frequency peaks in the DRT
spectra seem to be influenced not only by the average cell temperature but also by direct internal reforming
(DIR) conditions. Furthermore, we observed that high temperature gradients induced by DIR could lead to
or accelerate damages of the cells structure and the sealing. The results presented in this work are useful to
control or manage safe SOFC operation with C containing fuels for real world SOFC applications.
1. Introduction

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and minimizing the consump-
tion of fossil fuels while establishing a stable on demand power supply
is one of the major challenges of today’s society. One sector, which
relies heavily on fossil fuels but is essential for the modern society is
the agro industry. The agro industry is responsible for more than 10%
of greenhouse gas emissions within the European Union (EU) [1]. One
example of energy intensive cultivation is the cultivation of tomatoes
in greenhouses. To compensate parts of the energy needed for tomato
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cultivation, the waste biomass could be used to generate the needed
energy. Tomato cultivation is expected to produce 15 tons of waste
biomass per hectare and year. The 15 tons of waste biomass can be
turned into biogas for energy production which results in a potential
heating value of approximately 33 GJ per hectare and year if only
methane is used from the produced biogas [2,3].

One possible high efficient energy converter which is capable of uti-
lizing methane, biogas or gasified biomass nearly without pre-treatment
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is a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) system [4–7]. SOFCs are able to elec-
trochemically oxidize both H2 and CO which are products of reformed

ethane and biogas. The highly efficient manner and the use of biogas
nable environmentally friendly operation. The high fuel flexibility of
OFCs is enhanced by their ability to directly reform methane mixed
ith steam or CO2 into H2 and CO at the fuel electrode of the SOFC [8–

11]. Latter leads to a combination of high electrical efficiencies [12]
and high fuel flexibility [13]. However, for both reforming types,
mixtures of carbonaceous gases such as CH4, CO and CO2 and H2O
might be present at the fuel cells anode. That includes the risk of
performance loss caused by (i) carbon deposition [4,9,14–21], (ii) Ni
re-oxidation [4,9,22–24], (iii) fuel contaminants such as H2S and HCl
which are often found in carbonaceous gases [25–27] or (iv) breaking
of the cell or its sealing due to thermal stresses caused by a mixture
of chemical and electrochemical reactions at the fuel electrode [28–
30]. A detailed summary of the impact of different fuels and impurities
on SOFC operation can be found in [31]. Some of the previous listed
causes for performance loss might be limited and the lifetime could be
expanded if they are detected at an early stage and countermeasures are
initiated. To observe performance loss of electrochemical cells in situ,
online monitoring measurements such as electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) and its advanced tool distribution of relaxation times
(DRT) can be applied. EIS measurements can be used for performance
characterization but also to provide insight into complex mechanisms
such as carbon deposition [11,32–34]. Ni re-oxidation [17,24] and
other degradation mechanisms, such as electrode delamination [29],
can also be observed applying EIS. It is possible to detect all these
different kinds of degradation because EIS measurements show process
losses which arise during operation of the electrochemical cell. Online
monitoring by EIS measurements can be used for a wide field of appli-
cation, from fuel cells [35] and batteries [36] even to catalysts [37–40].
However, the interpretation of EIS and DRT spectra relies on previous
conducted experiments and a detailed understanding of the causation
of degradation which is significantly enhanced within this study. This
knowledge gained enables to develop appropriate counteractions and
to prolong the lifetime of SOFCs. However, a large database of exper-
iments is needed to interpret and use measured EIS and DRT spectra
to optimize real world applications. Applying knowledge of EIS mea-
surement could be used for example to define accelerated degradation
conditions to predict long term degradation [41]. To gain knowledge
of appearing losses caused by using direct internal reforming (DIR) of
methane and externally reformed methane, different cells and cell sizes
were tested in literature. Testing of a 10 × 10 mm2 cell showed that at
least one loss process (one peak in the DRT spectra) is related to internal
reforming [42]. In addition to reforming directly on the fuel electrode,
it was also found, that the Ni-mesh on the fuel electrode side has a
non-negligible catalytic effect [43]. Caliandro et al. tested cells with a
diameter up to 60 mm and found dependencies of loss processes (peaks
in the DRT spectra) on the type of methane reforming but no tempera-
ture distributions were measured for confirmation [10]. A comparison
of direct internal steam and dry reforming showed a dependency of
several peaks in the DRT spectra on the methane reforming type and
steam to carbon ratios (H2O/C) but also no temperature distribution
measurements were conducted for further interpretation [11]. The
combination of changing operating temperature, volume flows and gas
compositions in combination with EIS, DRT and temperature distribu-
tion measurements for a more holistic testing, as done in this work,
can still contribute to literature. The spatially distributed temperature
measurements along the cell could give information about chemical
and electrochemical reaction zones along the cell which might be
linked to losses observed. A selection of the endo- and exothermal
reactions which are likely to be observed when SOFCs are fueled with
methane mixtures are summarized in Table 1. Several other reactions
and reaction paths might occur as shown in [44] but are not listed here
for the sake of conciseness.
2

As seen in Table 1, methane reforming reactions such as steam
reforming (1) and dry reforming (2) are endothermal reactions while
electrochemical oxidation reactions of H2 (4) and CO (5) as well as
the water gas shift reaction (3) are exothermal. Hence, high temper-
ature gradients are possible for DIR of methane, especially for large,
industrial relevant sized, cells as tested in this work. The temperature
gradients might influence the degradation and losses arising in the cell.
Furthermore, thermal stresses can directly cause damages of the cell,
which can be avoided if temperature gradients are limited to less than
10 K cm−1, as stated in [45]. To observe the impact of the temperature
gradients, large cells or stacks with flow fields and sizes such as in real
world application are required.

We tested a large planar SOFC with an active area of 80 cm2,
which is also used in stacks [46], with three different H2O/C ratios
t three different temperatures and two different methane flow rates
or direct internally reformed and externally auto-thermal reformed
as compositions. This was done to identify trends in the temperature
istributions and online monitoring results caused by the reforming re-
ctions and utilization of methane. A detailed temperature distribution
long the industrial sized SOFC is monitored with 12 thermocouples.
his detailed temperature field gives insight into possible thermal
tresses and locations of the endo- and exothermal reforming reactions.
he measured temperature distribution provides necessary information
or further interpretation of the measured EIS and calculated DRT
pectra. The combination of EIS measurements, application of the
RT method, detailed temperature monitoring, an industrial relevant

ize of the cell and the variation of fuel flows, reforming types for
ethane and operating temperature shown in this paper contribute to

he overall knowledge to find and identify suitable operating conditions
or methane operated SOFCs and enhance their lifetime.

The trends and results shown in this work might help to identify
he type or nature of changes which occur during operation of SOFC
ystems with either direct internal reforming conditions or with an
xternal reformer upstream of the SOFC. Further, the measured tem-
erature gradients along the cell under different conditions could help
o validate simulation models, choose the right operating parameter
r choose the suitable type of reforming for the development of SOFC
ystems.

. Experimental

This section explains the experimental setup and data processing
pplied in this study. The SOFC and the used test rig are described
n the first part. The second part is about the test procedure and the
pplied test matrix. In the third part, the post-processing methodology
f the measurement data and the approach to calculate the DRT spectra
s shown.

.1. Large planar single cell test rig

A commercial large planar anode supported cell (ASC) with a total
rea of 10 × 10 cm2 and an active area of 80 cm2 is used within
his study. The industrial relevant size of the cell is necessary to
bserve reaction zones via temperature distributions and the influence
f chemical and electrochemical reactions on the cell performance. The
SC consists of a 350 μm thick Ni/8 YSZ (Yttria-stabilized Zirconia) fuel
lectrode substrate, an 8 μm thick real fuel electrode (anode) composed
lso of Ni/8 YSZ, an 8 YSZ electrolyte, a Gadolinium doped Ceria (GDC)
arrier layer between electrolyte and air electrode and a Lanthanum
trontium Cobalt Ferrite (LSCF) (La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-delta) air
lectrode. The total thickness of the cell is about 393 μm, more detailed
nformation can be found in [47]. Stable long-term performance of the
ell type has already been proven in [46].

The test rig used within this work consists of a gas supply and
ixing unit, an in-house developed steam generator, compressed air

upply, an electric furnace where the ceramic cell housing, made from
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Table 1
Selected reactions that occur during the utilization of methane in the SOFC [11,44].

Name Equation Molar enthalpy in kJ mol−1 Number
750 ◦C

CH4 steam reforming CH4 + H2O → 3 H2 + CO 224.8 (1)
CH4 dry reforming CH4 + CO2 → 2 H2 + 2 CO 259.5 (2)
Water gas shift reaction CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 −34.6 (3)
Electrochemical oxidation of H2 H2 + O2− → H2O + 2 e− −247.9 (4)
Electrochemical oxidation of CO CO + O2− → CO2 + 2 e− −282.5 (5)
CH4 cracking CH4 → C + 2 H2 97.7 (6)
Boudouard reaction C + CO2 → 2 CO 161.7 (7)
Carbon steam gasification C + H2O → CO + H2 135.8 (8)
alumina, is placed and an electric load. Used gases are stored in bottles
and their flow rates are controlled by mass flow controllers (MFCs) pur-
chased from Voegtlin Instruments GmbH. Detailed information about
the used gases can be found in [48]. The steam flow rate is controlled
by a flow regulated pump (AZURA P 2.1S) purchased from Knauer
Wissenschaftliche Geräte GmbH. On the air electrode side, compressed
air flows through a three stage filter system and the flow rate is also
controlled by a MFC. Within this work, the cell is operated in co-flow
configuration. The SOFC is contacted with a Ni-mesh and Pt wires at
the fuel electrode and a Pt-mesh and Pt wires at the air electrode. A
Ni-mesh is used on the fuel electrode side since Pt is expensive and can
form alloys with Ni, which is part of the fuel electrode. As a result, Pt
degrades if it has a contact with Ni, as shown in [49,50]. To measure
polarization curves and EIS spectra, an electric load and impedance
analyzer from BioLogic (SP-150 and booster VMP3B-80) is used. The
temperature of the cell is measured using twelve thermocouples of type
N, which are placed in the ceramic cell housing. Six thermocouples are
placed on the fuel electrode side and six thermocouples are placed at
the air electrode side, see Fig. 1. In addition, the air and fuel in and
outlet temperatures are monitored to guarantee a sufficient fuel and
air pre-heating. The control thermocouple of the furnace, which is used
to measure the operating temperature, is placed close to the ceramic
cell housing. The heating elements of the furnace are controlled with a
previously tuned PID controller and solid state relays. The used test rig
and the ceramic cell housing are described in more detail in a previous
work [30]. Before the start of the presented tests, the cell was reduced
and operated with different H2 and N2 mixtures from 17 vol% H2 to
100 vol% H2 for about 142 h. Further, the cell was operated with a
50 vol% H2 and 50 vol% H2O reference composition. The EIS curves
showed changes during the first 16 h of operation with the reference
composition but the EIS curves did not show further changes until
the start of the presented tests (43 h after switching to the reference
composition).

2.2. Test procedure

To investigate the utilization process of methane, the focus was
laid on the fuel electrode resulting in 34 tested operating points. We
investigated 3 different operating temperatures (700 ◦C, 750 ◦C and
800 ◦C) and two different methane flow rates. Further, we applied
six different carbon containing gas mixtures which are based on three
different steam to carbon ratios (H2O/C) for internal and external
autothermal reforming conditions. Three gas mixtures simulate the ex-
ternal autothermal reforming conditions (Ext. 1 - 3 in Table 2). They are
measured during previous reforming experiments [48] and are supplied
to the cell as a mixture of gases. The other three gas mixtures (Int. 2,
1.5, 1 in Table 2) only consist of steam and methane for the purpose
of direct internal steam reforming. We applied reference measurements
with the reference gas composition (Ref. Comp. in Table 2), in regular
intervals. The reference measurements are used to detect changes of
the cell along the test procedure. It should be mentioned here that the
operating conditions are not designed to obtain the maximum electrical
power output but to study the effect of methane based gas compositions
3

on the cell. The air volume flow was adapted to avoid high pressure
differences across the cell and avoid air starvation (the oxygen utiliza-
tion rate is always below 16.5%). For Ext. gas composition, the volume
flows on fuel and air electrode side are equal, which leads to air-fuel
equivalence ratios of about 1 to 1.1. Int. gas compositions have a set air
volume flow to reach an air-fuel equivalence ratio of 1 for compositions
with �̇�𝐶 = 0.021 mol

min .
The test procedure was chosen in a way to theoretically avoid

carbon deposition at an early stage of the tests. To predict solid carbon
deposition at the fuel electrode, chemical equilibrium calculations are
used, as suggested in literature [51]. Since solid C deposition and Ni
oxidation are of interest to define the test procedure, the results of the
chemical equilibrium calculations are shown in a ternary diagram, see
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Chemical equilibrium calculations are described
in detail in a previous work [48]. The results shown in Fig. 2 reveal
that internal steam reforming compositions are closer to solid carbon
formation and conditions Int. 1 tend to solid C deposition at every
chosen operation temperature. That is the case since the Ext. gas
compositions are auto-thermally reformed to not add more external
energy to the process and being able to compare the impact at the same
energy input levels.

The results from Fig. 2 led to one test procedure for the tested
cell, as displayed in Fig. 2(c). Fig. 2(c) shows, that at every oper-
ating temperature, the gas compositions Ext. were tested first and
gas compositions which are close to the C deposition region were
tested last. The reference measurements are denoted as, for example,
Ref.750,Ext.02. Here, 750 is the set operating temperature in ◦C, Ext. is
the kind of reforming before the reference measurement and 02 is a
continuous numbering. Reference measurements are always conducted
by supplying the reference gas composition (Ref. Comp. in Table 2).

At each operating point (gas composition, molar carbon flow and
operating temperature) and reference measurement shown in Fig. 2(c),
polarization curve measurements and step-wise impedance measure-
ments were conducted. Step-wise impedance measurements mean that
the direct current (DC) applied to the cell is increased step-wise, see
Table 3. At each DC level, the cell was operated till a steady state
was reached (settled temperature and voltage). After reaching a steady
state, EIS measurements are conducted applying the settings listed in
Table 3.

After the test procedure, the fuel electrode and air electrode are
flushed with 1.5 slpm N2 each and cooled down to room temperature
at 0.5 K min−1.

2.3. Data post processing

Within this work, temperature distributions and results from the
EIS measurements are shown. The temperature distribution of the fuel
electrode is calculated by linear interpolation between six thermocou-
ples placed in the ceramic housing along the cell, see Fig. 1. The
shown temperatures of these six points are their mean value over time
of the presented operating point at steady conditions. It should be
mentioned, that a dampened temperature profile might be visible since
the thermocouples are placed in the ceramic housing. Nevertheless, the
measured temperature profiles still provide information about hot and
cold spots at the fuel electrode. The EIS data are post processed to
calculate the DRT spectra. The post processing of the EIS data contains

of three main steps:
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the used single cell test rig [30].
Table 2
Gas compositions at the cell inlet.

Name �̇�𝐶 𝑛CH4
𝑛H2O 𝑛CO2

𝑛H2
𝑛CO 𝑛N2

�̇�𝐴𝑖𝑟

– in mol
min in mol

molC
in mol

molC
in mol

molC
in mol

molC
in mol

molC
in mol

molC
slpm

Ext. 1a
Ext. 1b

0.021
0.042

0.140 0.671 0.482 1.652 0.378 2.780 2.873
5.747

Ext. 2a
Ext. 2b

0.021
0.042

0.135 0.870 0.549 1.682 0.316 2.896 3.035
6.07

Ext. 3a
Ext. 3b

0.021
0.042

0.130 1.085 0.601 1.679 0.270 3.051 3.208
6.417

Int. 1a
Int. 1b

0.021
0.042

1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.483

Int. 1.5a
Int. 1.5b

0.021
0.042

1.000 1.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.483

Int. 2a
Int. 2b

0.021
0.042

1.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.483

Ref. Comp. H2 = 1.25 slpm H2O = 1.25 slpm 2.500
Table 3
Settings for the EIS measurements.

Mode DC Alternating
current
(AC) amplitude

Lowest
frequency

Highest
frequency

Measuring points
per decade

– mA cm−2 % of DC Hz Hz –

Galvanostatic
single sine

50, 100, 150, 150 + 100𝑖
(𝑖 ∈ N | 1...𝑛, 𝑛 is limited
by the lower
voltage limit of 0.7 V )

4 10−1 105 10
1. Filter the raw measurement data by dropping data points which
have a deviation of more than 5% from the Kramers–Kronig test.
[52]

2. Optimize the DRT parameters by reducing the deviation be-
tween the filtered impedance spectra and the impedance spectra
recalculated from the DRT spectra.
4

3. Calculate the final DRT spectra with optimized DRT parameters
and recalculate the EIS spectra from their final DRT spectra.

Applying the DRT method on measurement data which was filtered
using the Kramers–Kronig test can lead to problems if there are only
a few measurement points within the set limit of the Kramers–Kronig
test. This issue can lead to a blurry DRT spectra. The same problem has
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Fig. 2. (a) calculated C-H-O ternary diagram and (b) detail view of the area where the tested gas compositions are located and (c) the test procedure over time.
to be taken into account if non DRT based equivalent circuits are used
to fit the impedance data.

3. Results and discussion

The following section shows results obtained during this work. The
first part provides the overview of the cell behavior along the test
procedure. The second part is about the post mortem analysis of the
cell to identify possible degradation mechanisms which occurred during
operation. The cells temperature distributions for different gas mixtures
and fuel flows are shown in the third part. Finally, all previous results
and an intensive literature study is considered to interpret the results
from the I-V and EIS measurements which are shown in the fourth and
fifth part of this section.

3.1. Test procedure

Within this section, the average, local minimum and maximum cell
temperatures, the ohmic resistance at 100 mA cm−2 and the power
output of the ASC at 0.7 V is given for each operating point (gas com-
position, molar carbon flow and operating temperature). The overview
5

of the characteristic values (average cell temperature, ohmic resistance
and power output), see Fig. 3, makes it possible to identify first ten-
dencies of the cell behavior caused by different reforming conditions.
Furthermore, the impact of the reforming conditions on the cell per-
formance can be seen by observing the tendencies of the characteristic
values of the reference measurements.

In Fig. 3(a), the average cell temperatures at 100 mA cm−2 and
error bars that show the minimum and maximum measured local
temperatures are shown along the operating time. The average cell
temperature of all 12 thermocouples placed in the ceramic cell housing
show only small differences between the reference measurements (max-
imum deviation of the average temperature is 5 K at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C,
4 K at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 750 ◦C and 3 K at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C). The average cell
temperature of the Ext. gas compositions shows nearly the same values
as for the reference composition. This might be the case since Ext. gas
compositions contain more than 7 times less methane than comparable
Int. gas compositions, leading to a lower impact of the endothermal
reforming reactions. The cooling of the average cell temperature caused
by the steam reforming reaction is clearly visible for all Int. gas
compositions. No clear difference of the average cell temperature can
be found between different H O/C ratios but a reduced average cell
2
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p

t

Fig. 3. Overview of the (a) average cell temperature with minimum and maximum measured local temperature, (b) ohmic resistance and (c) power output at 0.7 V for all operating
oints (▵) and their reference measurements (×).
temperature is observed for increased methane flow rates. Furthermore,
higher methane flow rate also show a higher temperature difference
along the cell. In Fig. 3(a), the highest temperature difference of 44 K
along the cell is found for Int. 1b at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C, which leads to a
measured gradient of around 8.8 K cm−1. Compared to that, the highest
temperature difference with Ext. compositions is 32 K for Ext. 3b at
𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C and for Ref. Comp. the temperature differences along
he cell are between 13 K and 15 K.
6

The ohmic resistance is shown in Fig. 3(b). It correlates with the
average cell temperature due to the temperature dependency of the
ion conduction in the electrolyte. In addition, two further effects seem
to influence the ohmic resistance. First, it is observed that higher
volume flows of the carbon containing gas mixtures lead to higher
ohmic resistances. The increase in ohmic resistance due to the increased
volume flows is likely caused by a decreasing local minimum cell
temperature as due to a more dominant endothermal steam reforming
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reaction. The second effect that increases the ohmic resistance seems
to be the H2O/C ratio for internal reforming conditions at an operating
temperature of 750 ◦C. The second effect is also observed for higher
methane flows (�̇�𝐶 = 0.042 molC

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) at all operating temperatures. The
hmic resistance of the reference measurements also changes along
he testing time. Besides the change caused by different operating
emperatures, the ohmic resistance of the reference measurements seem
o increase after the cell was operated under direct internal reforming
onditions while no changes were observed for external autothermal
eforming conditions.

The power output of the cell at 0.7 V is shown in Fig. 3(c) and
seems to correlate with the ohmic resistance. No performance increase
was observed by increasing the fuel flow rate which might be caused
by general low fuel utilization rates (up to ̃ 16%). The power output
of the cell operated with external reformed methane is mostly higher
or at least in the same range of direct internal reforming. This is the
case even so, external reforming is done in autothermal mode. Latter
means that parts of the initial methane flow, which is the same for
both reforming types, is oxidized in the reformer. Hence, less oxidizable
media is present at the cell during operation with external reformed
methane but similar power outputs are achieved. The cooling of the
cell due to direct internal steam reforming and the overall low fuel
utilization rates are likely the cause of similar power outputs for both
reforming types. The change in performance is discussed in more
detail in 3.5. The performance loss of the cell observed through the
decreasing power output of the reference measurements correlates with
the changing ohmic resistance.

3.2. Post mortem analysis

Within the post mortem analysis, we performed scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) on several points across the cell on the substrate
surface facing the gas compartment. The results gave us an idea of pos-
sible degradation mechanisms and changes of the cells microstructure
that occurred during testing.

The results of EDS at three points (average of an area of 0.6 × 1 mm2)
long the cell are shown in Fig. 4. The EDS spectra were obtained by
canning areas at the gas and air inlet area of the cell, at the center of
he cell and at the gas and air outlet area of the cell, see Fig. 4(a). The
racks that are visible in the cell typically occur during the cool down
rocess in N2 atmosphere and extraction of the cell from the ceramic
ousing. Fig. 4(c) shows the EDS spectra of the fuel electrode for the
hree points along the cell. Additionally to Ni, Y, Zr and O, which are
art of the electrode material, a small C peak was detected. The Raman
nalysis of 4 areas with a size of 100 × 100 μm2 for each investigated
ocation (gas inlet area, center of the cell and gas outlet area) on the
ell showed no C formation. Only SEM images and local EDS show some
deposition along the whole cell. Hence, the amount of deposited C
ight be quite small.

To better identify Ni oxidation through EDS, the surface on the
i-mesh which is faced to the fuel electrode is analyzed at the same
reas as the fuel electrode. The Ni-mesh is used as current collector
t the fuel electrode side. We observed that the highest amount of
i oxide on the surface of the Ni-mesh is present at the gas inlet
rea of the cell and the lowest amount of Ni oxide is present at the
as outlet area, see Fig. 4(d). Latter is also visible by SEM imaging.
he SEM images revealed that contacting points between the electrode
nd the Ni-mesh seem to be homogeneous and clearly visible along
he cell. Solid C deposition on the Ni-mesh is mainly found at the
ontacting points between the Ni-mesh and the fuel electrode. This was
dentified during the SEM scanning process of the Ni-mesh. Further, we
ound impurities (Al and Si), which might originate from the Ni-mesh
ince they were mainly found on the Ni grain boundaries during SEM
canning. The Al and Si impurities could also origin from contamination
7

uring the cell implementation with insulation material or from the
team supply. During the SEM scanning, a growth of the impurities
n the Ni-mesh was observed from the gas inlet to the center of the
ell. We also found indication for recrystallization of the Ni-mesh at the
as outlet area of the cell during the SEM analysis. The agglomeration
nd recrystallization could be an indication for a temperature gradient
long the cell during operation.

The EDS spectra of the air electrode are shown in Fig. 4(e) for the
ake of completeness. The overall composition of the air electrode does
ot seem to change along the cell. The only element which was found
nd is not part of the air electrode was solid C. We found solid C on
he electrodes surface especially along the visible marks of the Pt-mesh
n the air electrode. Hence we assume, that C might have deposited
here during the cool down procedure where C, which was deposited
n the fuel electrode side, was flushed from the fuel electrode side
hrough cracks of the sealing or cell to the air electrode side. The cracks
ithin the sealing and the cell typically occur during cool down of the

ell in N2 atmosphere. Therefore, EDS does not show degradation of
the air electrode but the SEM images show degradation phenomena
such as cathode delamination and cracks within the air electrode, see
Fig. 4(b). The circular island formations of the electrode material as
seen in Fig. 4(b) are found everywhere along the air electrode. They
seem to already exist before the cell was implemented in the test rig,
since the air electrode of the new cell also showed some island shaped
structures. Investigation of several of these formations lead to the
assumption that they are the starting points of cracks and sometimes
even delamination and spalling of the air electrode are observed close
to them, see Fig. 4(b). Beneath the spallings, the GDC barrier layer is
visible, which was confirmed with EDS. Further, it seemed, that there
are height differences of the surface which were found while scanning
over the cell samples during SEM investigations. That leads to the
conclusion that there might be an adhesion problem between the air
electrode (LSCF) and the barrier layer (GDC).

3.3. Temperature distribution

The temperature deviation of tested gas compositions compared to
their reference measurement are shown in Fig. 5. Only the temperature
difference is shown to exclude effects caused by the long operation
period and thermal cycling. Moreover, the influence of chemical re-
actions on the temperature distribution caused by CH4 reforming are
more apparent.

In Figs. 5(a)–5(c), three operating points with gas composition Ext.
03 are shown as a representative for all Ext. gas compositions. In
Section 3.1, it was shown that the average cell temperatures of the Ext.
gas compositions were nearly constant for all operating temperatures
respectively. However, the ohmic resistance of Ext. gas compositions
increased with increasing fuel flows. As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
the temperature difference between Ext. 06a and Ref. Comp. is nearly
not existent, maximum temperature deviation is 4 K at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 750 ◦C
and 6 K at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C. In Fig. 5(c) (higher methane flow rate), a
temperature deviation of 17 K is visible at the central fuel inlet area.
The cooler area at the cell inlet is correlated with the endothermal
steam reforming reaction. Even so, the cooling at the gas inlet is
visible in the temperature distribution its impact on the average cell
temperature compared to the reference measurement is only about 6 K.
However, the temperature gradient or its cause (the endothermal steam
reforming reaction), could still be an explanation for the increased
ohmic resistance as observed in Section 3.1. A more detailed discussion
of the change of the ohmic resistance is provided in Section 3.5.
An increased ohmic resistance was also observed for direct internal
reforming of methane on disk cells with a diameter of up to 60 mm [10]
and for the endothermal decomposition of ammonia on large planar
cells with 80 cm2 active area [53]. An increasing ohmic resistance as
observed and the measured temperature distribution would lead to the
assumption that the highest current density can be found at the cell

inlet. However, a study found the highest local current density in the
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Fig. 4. (a) investigated areas of the cell, (b) SEM image of cathode delamination and cracking at the center area of the cell. EDS of the (c) fuel electrode, (d) Ni-mesh of the fuel
electrode and (e) air electrode.
downstream half of a hydrogen operated SOFC [54]. Possible reasons
for the correlation of increasing ohmic resistances and the more dom-
inant steam reforming reaction in the temperature distribution are the
change in cell temperature and blocking of the triple phase boundary
8

by internal reforming reaction which reduces the electrochemical active
cell area. Furthermore, we found that even if the CH4 content of the gas
mixtures is the same, the absolute flow rate of methane influences the
temperature gradients and along the cell.
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Fig. 5. Measured temperature profiles as temperature difference between tested reforming conditions and their respective reference measurement (Ref. Comp.) at 100 mA cm−2.
The abbreviations including the gas composition in (a) - (i), e.g. Ext. 3a - Ref. Comp., indicate the gas composition for which the temperature difference is shown (e.g. Ext. 3a -
Ref. Comp.: temperature difference of the gas composition Ext. 3a and the respective reference measurement.).
Comparing the same fuel flows and gas compositions at different
operating temperatures in Fig. 5, indicates that smaller temperature
gradients are present if the operating temperature is lower. This trend
is especially visible for direct internal reforming conditions. It also
seems like the influence of the operating temperature on the tempera-
ture gradient increases with increasing H2O/C ratio for direct internal
reforming conditions. Therefore, the difference of the temperature gra-
dient between Figs. 5(d) and 5(e) is higher compared to the difference
between Figs. 5(g) and 5(h). This phenomenon might be explained
by the following. Within this study, the flow rate of methane is held
constant (at two different levels) which results in an increased fuel gas
flow rate for an increased H2O/C ratio. At higher fuel flow rates, the
dwell time of the gas at the catalytic active surface is reduced. Further,
the reaction kinetics are slower at lower operating temperatures. This
could lead to more homogeneous distribution of endothermal methane
reforming reactions along the cell at lower operating temperatures
which is visible in a more homogeneous temperature distribution in
Fig. 5(d) compared to Fig. 5(e) or Fig. 5(g). Comparing Fig. 5(d) to
5(f) with 5(g) to 5(i) respectively reveals that lower H2O/C ratios
lead to higher relative temperature gradients along the cell. For lower
H2O/C ratios, the temperature measured by the thermocouples at the
gas outlet area of the cell is closer to the temperature of the respective
9

reference measurement. The temperature measured at the gas inlet
area of the cell is closer to the temperature of the respective reference
measurement for higher H2O/C ratios except for Fig. 5(e), which has
nearly the same temperature difference at the gas inlet area as Fig. 5(h).

Concluding the findings in this section, it seems to be that exter-
nal methane reforming reduces thermal stresses which might increase
the lifetime of the SOFC. Further, if direct internal steam reforming
is applied, lower operating temperatures in combination with high
H2O/C ratios seem to reduce thermal stresses while lower operating
temperatures reduce the power output of the cell, see Fig. 3(c). It
should be mentioned here, that high steam to carbon ratios could
lead to Ni re-oxidation if high current densities or low fuel flow rates
are applied [9,55]. The main reaction zone of the endothermal steam
reforming reaction is observed at the central gas inlet area of the cell
which applies thermal stresses at this location to the sealing and the
cell itself.

3.4. Electrochemical characterization based on the reference gas composi-
tion

The operating points (gas composition, molar carbon flow and
operating temperature) are characterized electrochemically by mea-
surements of the polarization curves and EIS measurements with DRT
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Fig. 6. I-V curves of reference measurements at an operating temperature of (a) 700 ◦C, (b) 750 ◦C and (c) 800 ◦C, (—) at the beginning of testing, (—) after testing externally
reformed gas compositions, (- - -) after testing the first internal reformed gas compositions and (- - -) at the end of testing at the respective operating temperature. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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analysis. In this section, measurements with the reference gas composi-
tion (Ref. Comp.) will be used to identify changes within the cell along
the testing procedure.

In Fig. 6, I-V curves of the reference measurements (—) at the begin-
ing of testing at the respective operating temperatures (700 ◦C, 750 ◦C
nd 800 ◦C), (—) after testing externally reformed gas compositions,
- - -) after testing the first internal reformed gas compositions and (-

- -) at the end of testing at the respective operating temperature are
shown. At every operating temperature, the same trend is observed.
Testing externally reformed gas compositions lead to nearly no changes
but a performance deterioration is observed during operation under
direct internal reforming conditions, see Fig. 6. The largest performance
loss is observed at 750 ◦C and the smallest is observed at 700 ◦C,
even so Ref.700,Ext.01 (𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C) was the first measurement and
Ref.700,Int.04 (𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C) was the last measurement of the presented
test procedure.

To find the cause of the performance deterioration, EIS measure-
ments at 100 mA cm−2 are compared in Fig. 7. Taking a look at Fig. 7
shows that several changes of the cell characteristic are taking place at
different operating temperatures. In the following, the changes of the
cell at each operating temperature as well as a comparison between the
different operation temperatures will be discussed. To link the changes
of EIS and DRT spectra with possible causes, a literature review,
results from microscopic post mortem analysis and the temperature
distributions will be used.

Results of EIS measurements and DRT analysis at an operating
temperature of 700 ◦C are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) respectively. The
EIS and DRT spectra show a significant change of the cell characteristic
10
between Ref.700,Ext.04 and Ref.700,Int.01. The source of losses shifted
from more dominant high frequency losses at the beginning of the test
procedure to more dominant low frequency losses at the end of the
test procedure. The Nyquist plot (Fig. 7(a)) shows also an increase
of the ohmic resistance and the low frequency losses during direct
internal reforming conditions (Ref.700,Int.01 to Ref.700,Int.04). Operating
the cell at 700 ◦C revealed no changes between the two EIS spectra
measured before and after operation with external reformed methane
(Ref.700,Ext.01 and Ref.700,Ext.04). However, the EIS spectra between the
reference measurement done before changing the operation tempera-
ture (Ref.700,Ext.04) and after changing the operation temperature back
to 700 ◦C (Ref.700,Int.01) show a completely changed cell characteristic.

his change might be caused by changing operating temperatures and
pplied carbon containing gas mixtures (Int. and Ext.). A more detailed
nalysis of the changes of the losses observed in the Nyquist plot is done
y applying the DRT method.

In general, the resulting DRT spectra in Fig. 7 show four peaks,
he low frequency peak (PLF), the medium low frequency peak (PMLF),
he medium high frequency peak (PMHF) and the high frequency peak
PHF). The peaks which are illustrated with a dashed line are not consid-
red for interpretation since the recalculation from DRT to EIS revealed
hat these peaks seem not to represent the measured impedance spectra
ithin the measured range. However, having a closer look at the DRT

pectra at an operation temperature of 700 ◦C shows that both low
requency peaks increase from reference measurement 04 to reference
easurement 22. Further, PMLF increases during operation at direct

nternal reforming conditions. Contrary to the low frequency peaks,
he high frequency peaks (P and P ) decrease from reference
MHF HF
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Fig. 7. (a), (c) and (e) show Nyquist plots of (–) measured EIS and (◦) from DRT recalculated EIS. (b), (d) and (e) show the DRT spectra at 100 mA cm−2. The presented spectra
are from the same reference measurements as presented in Fig. 6.
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measurement 04 to reference measurement 22 but do not show changes
between reference measurement 01 and 04 and reference measurement
22 and 25, see Fig. 7(b). As already observed in the Nyquist plot, the
high frequency losses (PMHF and PHF) only change during operation at
higher operating temperatures.

Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) show EIS and DRT spectra of the reference
measurements at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 750 ◦C. Operation with carbon containing
gas mixtures at 750 ◦C lead to an increase of the ohmic resistance,
a decrease of the high frequency losses and an increase of the low
frequency losses along the operation time, see Fig. 7(c). Even so, an
increase of the ohmic resistance is observed between all reference
measurements, the increase seems to be higher if the cell is operated
under direct internal reforming conditions (Ref.750,Int.03 to Ref.750,Int.05)
compared to operation with externally reformed methane (Ref.750,Ext.01
to Ref.750,Ext.04). The carried out DRT analysis in Fig. 7(d) shows more
continuous changes of the high and low frequency losses compared to
operation at 700 ◦C (Fig. 7(b)). For operation at 750 ◦C it is observed,
that PHF decreases when the cell is fueled with externally reformed
methane (Ref.750,Ext.01 to Ref.750,Ext.04) and during operation at 800 ◦C
(Ref.750,Ext.04 to Ref.750,Int.03). PHF, however, does not change when
11

he cell is operated under direct internal reforming conditions and t
after operation at 800 ◦C (Ref.750,Int.03 to Ref.750,Int.05). PMHF does
not seem to change according to a trend between all measurements
conducted at 750 ◦C. However, the low frequency peaks (PMLF and

LF) are not clearly separated in Fig. 7(d) but it seems that PMLF
nd PLF increase especially during operation at 800 ◦C, this is vis-
ble if Ref.750,Ext.01 and Ref.750,Ext.04 are compared with Ref. Comp.
ef.750,Int.03 and Ref.750,Int.05.

In Figs. 7(e) and 7(f), the reference measurements at an operating
emperature of 800 ◦C are shown. The Nyquist plots in Fig. 7(e) show
hanges of the ohmic resistance. In the beginning, the ohmic resistance
ecreases while the cell is operated with external reformed methane
Ref.800,Ext.01 to Ref.800,Ext.04) and then increases for operation under
irect internal reforming conditions (Ref.800,Ext.04 to Ref.800,Int.04). In
ddition, a slight increase of the low frequency losses along the test-
ng procedure is visible. More details of changes of low and high
requency losses are found in the DRT spectra (Fig. 7(f)). The DRT
pectra shows a decrease of PHF for operation with externally reformed
ethane (Ref.800,Ext.01 to Ref.800,Ext.04) and only a slight decrease for

peration under direct internal reforming conditions (Ref.800,Ext.04 to
ef.800,Int.04). It also seems like PMLF increases during the whole time

◦
he cell is operated at 800 C.
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Table 4
Possible influences of the observed DRT peaks according to literature [29].

Peak Frequency range Possible influences

PLF 100−101 Hz 1. O2 surface exchange and diffusion processes in the air electrode [56–58]
2. Gas diffusion and gas conversion in the fuel electrode [25,56,59,60]
3. H2O partial pressure on the fuel electrode [10,59]
4. Fuel flow variation or fuel starvation [10,59]

PMLF 101−102 Hz 1. O2 surface exchange and diffusion processes in the air electrode [56–58]
2. O2 surface exchange kinetics and O2- diffusivity in the air electrode bulk
[25]
3. H2O partial pressure on the fuel electrode [10,59]
4. Fuel flow variation or fuel starvation [10,59]

PMHF 102−103 Hz 1. O2 surface exchange kinetics and O2- diffusivity in the air electrode bulk
[25,61]
2. H2O partial pressure on the fuel electrode [10,59]
3. Charge transfer and ionic conduction processes in the fuel electrode
[56,58,61]
4. H2 partial pressure [56]
5. Temperature dependency [10]

PHF 103−104 Hz 1. Electron transfer between the air electrode and current collector [57]
2. Charge transfer and ionic conduction processes in the fuel electrode
[56,58,61]
3. H2 partial pressure [56]
4. Gas diffusion coupled with charge transfer and ionic transport
in the fuel electrode functional layer [25]
5. Temperature dependency [10]
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Comparing the EIS results of the reference measurements of each
perating temperature, shown in Fig. 7, with each other reveals that
hanges of the ohmic resistance at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 750 ◦C and 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C
o not change the ohmic resistance at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C equally. It is
isible, that the increase of the ohmic resistance at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C is
ower than the sum of the increased ohmic resistances at 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 750 ◦C
nd 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 800 ◦C. We also observed that the shift from dominant low
requency losses to dominant high frequency losses is mainly observed
t an operating temperature of 750 ◦C and above but is still visible after
eturning to 𝑇𝑂𝑃 = 700 ◦C.

To interpret the described phenomena observed in the Nyquist
nd DRT plots, a literature study was conducted and summarized in
able 4. Table 4 shows also impacts of H2O partial pressure, fuel flow
ate and H2 partial pressure on the DRT peaks. Hence, it has to be
onsidered that measurements shown in Fig. 7 are done at the same
as composition and flow rates (Ref. Comp.).

While testing the SOFC according to the testing procedure described
n 2.2, we observed an increase of PLF and PMLF for the reference
easurements, see Fig. 7. The increase of the low frequency losses

ould be caused by (i) O2 surface exchange and diffusion processes
n the air electrode [56–58], (ii) gas diffusion and gas conversion in
he fuel electrode [25,56,59,60] and (iii) O2 surface exchange kinetics
nd O2- diffusivity in the electrode bulk [25,61]. We found local Ni
xidation and nearly not detectable solid C depositions during the post
ortem microscopic analysis on the substrate surface, see Section 3.2.
oth Ni oxidation and C deposition could cause a reduced gas diffusion

n the fuel electrode [22,59]. In our case it seems unlikely that the rare
depositions disturb the diffusion processes. Another possible cause

or the increase of the low frequency losses could be cracks and local
elamination of the air electrode from the GDC interlayer which were
lso found during the post mortem microscopic analysis. The cracks and
ocal delamination of the air electrode could affect the O2- diffusivity in
he air electrode, which might be observed as a change of PMLF. Since
he low frequency losses increase most during direct internal reform-
ng conditions, it might be the case that high temperature gradients
ccelerate phenomena like the local delamination of the air electrode
r cracking of the cell or sealing which could lead to a decreased H2
artial pressure or Ni re-oxidation. Delamination or contact loss of an
SCF electrode from the GDC interlayer due to thermal cycling is also
eported in literature [62,63]. In our study, it is very likely that the
elamination process is not initiated but accelerated by the thermal
12

ycling since some defects of the air electrode seemed to be visible F
ven at an unused cell. Beyond that, the cracking of the cell and its
ealing cannot be excluded. A simulation of large planar SOFC stacks
lso showed that corners of the cell and glass ceramic sealings are
oncentration points of thermal stresses [28].

In addition to the increase of low frequency losses, a decrease of
igh frequency losses was observed in Fig. 7. The decrease of PHF and
MHF could be caused by enhanced (i) charge transfer and ionic con-
uction processes in the fuel electrode [56,58,61], (ii) electron transfer
etween the air electrode and current collector [57], (iii) reaction
t triple phase boundary including charge transfer reaction [25] and
iv) elevated temperatures [10]. The decrease of the high frequency
eaks seem not only to be caused by elevated temperatures since the
verage cell temperatures vary within a range of less than 5 K for
ach operating temperature shown in Fig. 7. It might be possible,
hat higher operating temperatures (750 ◦C and 800 ◦C) or local heat
pots could have led to a better electronic conduction between the
lectrodes and their current collector, which lead to a better overall
onductivity. Further, micro-structural changes of the fuel electrode
t elevated temperatures (> 700 ◦C) might permanently enhance the
as diffusion or electrochemical processes at the triple phase boundary.
atter could lead to the conclusion, that the reduction of PHF and PMHF
ight not be caused directly by the different kinds of CH4 reforming but

ould also be caused by operating the cell with carbonaceous species
hich lead to structural changes for longer operating periods.

.5. Electrochemical characterization based on methane containing gas
ompositions

In the following, a direct comparison of the losses of externally
eformed methane and direct internal reforming of methane is done
y investigation of the EIS and DRT spectra at 100 mA cm−2. In Fig. 8,
he EIS and DRT spectra of gas composition Ext. 3a, Ext. 3b, Int. 2a and
nt. 2b at 750 ◦C are shown. Further, the EIS and DRT spectra of three
eference measurements, before Ext. 3a, after Ext. 3b and after Int. 2b
re shown to observe the changes of the cell under reference conditions;
or more information about the described testing sequence see Fig. 3.
he EIS and DRT spectra in Fig. 8 are presented in the same style as

n Fig. 7. However, the reference measurements in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)
how the same trends as seen for the other reference measurements at
50 ◦C in Fig. 7. Hence they are not described here in detail but used
s reference for the interpretation of the other EIS and DRT spectra in
ig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Nyquist plots (a), (c) and (e) of (–) measured EIS, (o) from DRT recalculated EIS and DRT plots (b), (d) and (f) of direct internally (Int.) reformed methane, externally
reformed (Ext.) methane and their surrounding reference measurements (Ref.750,Ext.03, Ref.750,Ext.04 and Ref.750,Int.01) at 750 ◦C and 100 mA cm−2.
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Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) show the Nyquist plot and DRT spectra of gas
omposition Ext. 3a and Int 2a. In Fig. 8(c) an increased ohmic resis-
ance for Int. 2a compared to Ext. 3a is observed. The ohmic resistance
f Ext. 3a is about the same size as from the reference measurements.
his behavior fits with the presented temperature distribution in Fig. 5
nd similar tests from literature [10]. The polarization resistance of Ext.
a seems to be only slightly smaller than of Int. 2a but both are clearly
igher compared to the reference measurement which could indicate
O oxidation as suggested in [10]. An increase of high frequency losses

or methane compared to hydrogen was also observed in [64]. The
RT spectra of Ext. 3a and Int. 2a (Fig. 8(d)) differ only through slight
hanges of peaks PLF, PMHF and PHF. All of these three peaks seem to
e higher for direct internal reforming (Int. 2a) compared to external
eforming (Ext. 3a). The peaks PLF and PMHF show the biggest differ-
nce in Fig. 8(d). The increase of PLF could be due to deteriorated gas
iffusion and conversion due to steam reforming reactions taking place
t the fuel electrode. Another possibility is the degradation of the air
lectrode caused by cracking and local delamination, which might be
ccelerated by high temperature gradients as present during operation
ith Int. 2a. The degradation of the air electrode was observed in the
ost mortem microscopic analysis, see Section 3.2 and seems to have
13

g

ore impact than temporary deterioration of the gas diffusion in the
uel electrode. This suspicion is strengthened since changes are also
isible between the reference measurements before and after Int. 2
Ref.750,Ext.04 compared to Ref.750,Int.01). An only temporary change of
he DRT spectra is observed for PMHF in Fig. 8(d), since it does not
ppear in the reference measurements. The increase of PMHF for Int. 2a
ould be caused by (i) deteriorated charge transfer and ionic conduction
rocesses in the fuel electrode or (ii) increased steam and decreased H2
artial pressure at the fuel electrode. Due to the different amounts of
team added and different reforming conditions, it seems likely that
he higher amount of steam in Int. 2a compared to Ext. 1a might be at
east part of the reason for the increase of PMHF in Fig. 8(d) since it is
bserved several times in literature [10,56,59].

In Figs. 8(d) and 8(f), the height of PHF does not seem to change
uch between Ext. and Int. but it changes between Ref.750,Ext.03 and
ef.750,Ext.04, see Fig. 8(b). According to literature, several processes
re influencing PHF. One explanation for a decrease of PHF would be
icro-structural changes of the fuel electrode leading to enhanced gas
iffusion [25,58,65]. According to that, PHF might not show a clear
endency comparing Figs. 8(d) and 8(f) due to the difference in the local
as composition at the cell. The different gas composition along the cell
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might cancel the reduction of PHF caused by operation with Ext. 3, as
seen from Ref.750,Ext.03 to Ref.750,Ext.04. Another explanation according
to literature would be that PHF is influenced by a combination of
rocesses in the fuel electrode such as ionic transport, gas transport
nd the electrochemical oxidation [11,25]. These processes could be
indered by applying direct internal reforming conditions (Int.) due to
he reforming reactions taking place at the fuel electrode and limit the
vailable triple phase boundary. Latter would result in an increased PHF

if direct internal reforming conditions are applied.
In Figs. 8(e) and 8(f), the EIS and DRT spectra for Ext. 3b and

Int. 2b (increased volume flow compared to Ext. 3a and Int. 2a) at
750 ◦C are shown. In Fig. 8(e) it is visible, that the ohmic resistance
increased compared to Fig. 8(c). This might be caused by the more
dominant cooling effect of the steam reforming reaction for higher
volume flows, as shown in Fig. 5. Another reason for the increased
ohmic resistance might be the methane reforming reactions which take
place at the electrochemical active surface of the cell. The reforming
reactions might reduce the available triple phase boundary by inhibit-
ing electrochemical oxidation reactions. That might increase the ionic
and electronic resistance which would lead to an increased ohmic
resistance. A similar phenomenon was observed in literature for direct
internal ammonia decomposition [53]. The polarization resistance of
Ext. 3b seems to be qualitatively the same as for Ext. 3a, although the
high frequency losses increased and the low frequency losses decreased
comparing Ext. 3b with Ext. 3a. This difference is more clearly visible
by comparing the DRT spectra from Figs. 8(d) and 8(e). The peaks PMHF
nd PHF are higher while the peak PMLF occur thinner but at nearly the
ame height for Ext. 3b compared to Ext. 3a. The change of the peaks
MHF and PHF might be explained by an increase of reforming reactions
aking place at the fuel electrode due to an increased methane flow.
he reforming reactions might hinder the ionic transport, gas transport
nd / or the electrochemical oxidation process, as already assumed
reviously. The reduced width of peak PMLF for Ext. 3b compared to
xt. 3a shows reduced losses in the low frequency range. The reduction
f the low frequency losses might be caused by the increased fuel flow
nd air flow which might lead to enhanced O2 surface exchange and
iffusion processes in the air electrode. However, the Nyquist plot for
nt. 2b in Fig. 8(e) shows the highest ohmic resistance in Fig. 8. It
hould be mentioned, that the highest methane flow rate is also present
n Int. 2b which might follow the assumption that the cooling of the cell
ue to direct internal reforming and reforming reactions taking place
t the fuel electrode hinder the electrochemical processes and increase
he ohmic resistance. The low frequency losses of Int. 2b in Fig. 8(c) are
ot further used for interpretation since the direct internal reforming
onditions were too unstable to obtain measurement results of a, for the
uthors, satisfying quality. Nevertheless, all shown data points within
his work passed the Kramers–Kronig test and the DRT seems to fit the
easured impedance quite well within the measured range. The DRT

nterpreted the low frequency losses as a large and dominant process
PLF) which also influences the other peaks in Fig. 8(f).

. Conclusion and outlook

Within this work, we performed electrochemical impedance spec-
roscopy, polarization curve measurements, spatially distributed tem-
erature measurements and post mortem scanning electron microscopy,
aman shift spectroscopy and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy on

he tested cell. All of these measurements are used to gain knowledge
f the behavior of the cell during operation with carbonaceous gas mix-
ures and to interpret the EIS and DRT results. Thereby we were able to
dentify differences between internal and external methane reforming
onditions within the EIS and DRT spectra related to the difference
n temperature distribution or occurring reactions. One finding was

temporary increased ohmic resistance if the cell is operated under
IR conditions compared to external reformed methane and hydrogen

team mixtures. The increase of the ohmic resistance seems not only to
14

t

be explainable by the lower average cell temperature but might be also
caused by methane reforming reactions taking place at the electrochem-
ical active area of the cell. We also found higher temperature gradients
along the cell for DIR of methane compared to external reformed
methane, which has similar temperature gradients as a hydrogen steam
mixture. It seemed that the high temperature gradients caused by DIR
might accelerate delamination of the LSCF air electrode from the GDC
barrier layer if there are already inhomogeneities and cracks on the
unused cell which do not cause degradation if the cell is operated with
hydrogen or externally reformed gas mixtures. Hence, the integrity of
the air electrode is a crucial factor not only for degradation stresses
on the air side, but also for indirect thermal cycling caused by direct
internal methane reforming. To confirm the findings within this work
and show their applicability to larger SOFC stacks and systems, fur-
ther tests should be carried out on the presented basis. The findings
within this work contribute to the general knowledge of effects causing
degradation of SOFCs and their impact on EIS and DRT spectra.

Applying the knowledge of the excessive and detailed planar single
cell testing within this work on system level could lead to the conclu-
sion that external methane reforming has a positive impact on planar
cell degradation and process losses. Even if autothermal reforming is
applied as external reforming type, the overall performance might be
comparable to direct internal steam reforming if fuel utilization is not
the limiting factor of the SOFC operation. This work also shows that
if direct internal steam methane reforming is applied, higher steam to
carbon ratios are favorable, not only because of a lower possibility of
solid C deposition for higher steam to carbon ratios but also because
of lower temperature gradients and reduced thermal stresses along the
cell.

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AC Alternating current
ASC Anode supported cell
DC Direct current
DIR Direct internal reforming
DRT Distribution of relaxation time
EDS Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
EIS Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
EU European Union
GDC Gadolinium doped ceria
H2O/C Steam to carbon ratio
LSCF Lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite
MFC Mass flow controller
PHF high frequency peak
PLF low frequency peak
PMHF medium high frequency peak
PMLF medium low frequency peak
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
slpm standard litre per minute
SOFC Solid oxide fuel cell
𝑇𝑂𝑃 operating temperature
YSZ Yttria stabilized zirconia
Z Impedance
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